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in
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY "EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

Ambulance Calls Made Anywhere Night ot Day,
ZERO
WEATHER

The Record today is in receipt of
a communication from Traffic Manager Meyers of the Pecos Valley Lines
giving notice of a small cut in the
rate on lumber. The cut reduces the
rate to Roswell from 45 to 41 cents
per hundred pounds, from the" Texas
mills. This is a cut of but nine per
cent, and is made proportionately to
all points on the line as far south as
Lakewood. It goes into effect March
.

15th.

The Record is informed by local
lumbermen that this reduction Is of
little avail, as it means but about ten
dollars on a $2,000 house.
"

IN

THE SOCIAL WORLD.

The regular monthly session of the
Club for January was
held last night In the form of a Mexican "baile," which is a dance. The
Mexican Idea was carried out exten
sively in decorations, which were
very attractive and gave the club
rooms a decidedly festive appearance
in the brilliant colors loved by all
true Mexicans. The feature of the
d
bandecorations was a
ner, belonging to an order of the Mexican people. The Mexican Idea also
prevailed in the refreshments, which
consisted of tamales, served hot with
coffee and olives. The table with its
china and dishes was also a decorative feature of the back drawing room
Card and dancing were the amusements of the evening, splendid music
being furnished by the Messrs. Croft,
Verdi Croft, Norvell and Graham.
The crowd hi attendance; was not
quite as large as aaual, probably due
to the unfavorable weather, but was
unusually Jolly and the good time all
were having was evident on all aides.
Commercial

,

"

V

J

bright-colore-

About a hundred people came out
In the cold last night to the" entertainment at the Southern M. E. Church
last night and spent a most enjoyable

THE HEARING

BE-

FORE THE INTERSTATE

COMMERCE COMMISSION
Testimony Given by Amarillo People Shows
Great Increase in Panhandle Country.
Their Hearing Resumed at
Ft. Worth.
PECOS VALLEY CASES TAKEN UP

o

Local Merchants Give Testimony as to the Cost of the Pecos
Valley Lines. Lumber Hen Prevented by High Rates From

Supplying Natural Trade Points. Testimony Shows Marvelous Growth of Pecos Valley. Road Has More Business
Than it can Properly Handle. Hearing to be Resumed in
Roswell in March. Testimony of Lower Valley Witnesses
Shows Poor Service Given the Valley by Railroad.

Spe
cial Prices

Some

For Monday

cross-questioni-

Jan. 28

.

$17.50

$10.00

Four Styles of Washing

Machines will be sold

at 25

per cent discount on this

date.

The railroad witnesses attempted
to "show that the expenses of traffic
in New Mexico on the P. V. lines far
exceed those in Texas.
The testimony of other witnesses
showed that the Pecos Valley Lines
have now more traffic than they are
able to properly handle.
Avery Turner "testified
that he
would refuse to make a rate for coajj
from the Colorado mines to Roswell
via the C. & S.
The morning session was taken up
by the examination of witnesses from
Artesia, Hagerman and - Carlsbad.
Their testimony showed the service
and rates on the P. V. lines to be
very bad.
This afternoon's session will close
the hearing at Amarillo, and ths case
"

THE LEADERS

TODAY.

THAW CASE CONTINUED
UNTIL MONDAY
New York, Jan. 26. The Thaw case
was continued last night until Mon
day. Rumors of differences between
Mrs. Harry K. Thaw on one side and
Mrs. William Thaw and the Countess
of Yarmouth, mother and sister respectively of the prisoner on the other,
continued to circulate today, despite
the denial by Thaw's counsel that
such differences existed. The differ
ences are alleged to arise from the
presence of Miss McKenzie, a former
chorus girl, who invariably accompanies Mrs. Harry Thaw and sits with
her during the sessions of the court.
DEMURRERS

s.

$12.50

o

.

-

$ 17.00 now

experiments which have been carried
on for the past three months with
locomotives on its west
ern division, and orders have been
issued to prepare all its locomotives
in Wyoming for the use of oil for fu
el instead of coal. Orders have been
given for boring a number of oil wells
upon the right of way of the North
western near Casper, so that the
road may have its own fuel instead
of buying from others. It has been
found that 1,600 gallons of oil do the
work of 24,000 pounds of coal.

Special to the Daily Record.
Amarillo, Tex., Jan. 26. Ths hear
ing of Amarillo's case was resumed
before the Interstate Commerce Commissioners this morning. The testimony of several, prominent real estate dealers showing that the in
crease in cultivated land all over the
Panhandle had been from one to five
hundred per cent in the past two
years was offered. Amarillo asks that
J. A. B. Bear, who has been con- she be put on the same basis as Quafined to his home for the past few nah, which is 140 miles east, as Ama
days with sickness, is improving.
rillo is a natural distributing point
Panhandle country. CommisErnest Best came in last night from for theProuty
ruled that the Amarillo
sioner
the Yellow Lake ranch to spend Sun
sufficiently specific in
not
was
suit
day with home-folkits allegations, and that in order to
decide the case an amendment would
have to be filed giving each class and
commodity, and reasons why the
rates to Amarillo should be on the
same basis as Texas common points.
Judge Cowan asked that the case be
continued for 'hearing at Ft. Worth.
The Pecos Valley cases were taken
up. Avery Turner was placed on the
stand, and testified ' that the cost of
the Pecos Valley lines was about
$20,000 per mile. On
by Judge Cowan, he admitted that
he did not know what price was paid
for the P. V. lines. Mr. Cowan requested Mr. Turner to bring in state
ments showing the receipts of the
P. V. lines and what part of the total receipts was charged to each division.
Very handsome MahogH. R. Morrow was placed on the
any Dressing Table worth
stand, and testified that the cost per
mile of the P. V. lines originally did
$25.00 this date
not exceed $7,500 per mile.
R. H. Kemp, the Roswell lumber
man, testified that he was prevented
Birds Eye Maple Dressing
from competing with Big Springs and
Table, regular price $15.00
other points for the trade east of
now
Roswell, on account of the great differential charged on goods shipped
to Roswell.
The testimony of different witnesses
Very nice Guaranteed
showed that in the past three years
Sawed Oak Combination
the growth of the Pecos Valley had
Bookcase, regular price
been marvelous.

'

evening.
The program was opened with the
singing of "Anld Lang Syne, by, the
entire party. Mrs. C. D. Thompson and
Mrs. W. L. Hill, gave a piano duet
that was simply" beautiful. Miss Eva
Nelson sang a solo that was received so well, she had to respond with
another. Mrs. C. A. Norvell" and J. S.

Phone 75

i

Kirby sang an old love song, rivaling
Mrs. M. P. Cobean and Mr. Kirby
in their "Reuben and Rachael" suc
cess, repeated from a former occasion
G. L. True sang with his usual popu

larity, pleasing everyone. The Norvell
orchestra played two splendid numbers, concluding
the program with
the last.
After the entertainment the lunch
boxes were sold. Such a beautifully
ornamented lot of lunch boxes and
BITTER COLD IN THE NORTH AND baskets were never seen. And the
lunches on the inside were correspond
SNOW IN THE SOUTH.
ingly appetizing. Most of them sold
as high as a dollar apiece. The crowd
divided into knots of two, three or
FALLING
THE OHIO
five and spent the remainder of the
evening feasting and enjoying itself
to the utmost. The social was a great
success and about $50 was realized
for the church.
o
Reports From Ohio and Kentucky In
Dies of Pneumonia.
Infant
River
Flood
Ohio
dicate That the
Earl, the eleven months
is About Over.
Railroads Lift the oldHerbert
son
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Crawof
Resume
Will
Embargo
and
Freighjt
ford,
died
at
their home, the Roswell
Traffic.
Hotel, at 8 o'clock this morning, of
pneumonia. The funeral service will
be conducted at the home tomorrow
afternoon at three o'clock by Staff
Captain Ayre, of the Salvation Army.
Lexington.
Ky.. Jan. 26. Eight
Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Alexander, of
inches of snow fell in central and
eastern Kentucky last night. All rail- Washington, D. C, arrived last night
for a visit with their son, L. R. Alexroad traffic is delayed. There is much ander. They will
be here at least
suffering of live stock.
two weeks, during which time Dr. AlTen Below Zero.
exander will fill the place of Rev. E.
Madison, Wis., Jan. 26. The gov- E. Davis in the Presbyterian pulpit.
ernment thermometer registered ten They were accompanied here by Mrs.
below zero here today, the coldest In
two years.
CO'S
NEW YORK COFFEE
River Continues to Recede.
FAflOUS COFFEE
Louisville. Ky., Jan. 26. The Ohio
river continues to recede, falling
BREAKFAST BELL
three feet in 24 hours. A cold wave
arrived and the temperature was five
AT
above zero this morning. There was
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
considerable suffering in the ' flooded
districts.
Something you haven't seen before.
Fell Four Feet at Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 26. The river Post Card Views of Southern Indian
has subsided nearly four feet in the Life, Western Life, Colored Folks and
past 24 hours. The freight embargo Cotton, Northwest Indian Life, Mexi
has been lifted by the railroads, which can People at Home, Bull Fights. All
Come early. Ingersoll's
will put all passenger traffic in ser- in colors.
80tf
Book Store.
vice within a few hours.
A SMALL REDUCTION IN
FREIGHT RATES ON LUMBER

NUMBER 280

Prices Reasonable Ullery,

....

-

"

JANUARY 26, 1907

will be continued for hearing at Roswell some time in March.
(Signed) GRAHAM.
AN EXTRA SESSION
TO REVISE TARIFF.
Chicago, Jan. 26. A special to the

from Washington today says: A new effort was started
yesterday to bring about a caucus of
the Republican members of the house
to consider the propriety of an extra
session of the next .congress to deal
with the question of tariff revision.
Representatives Cooper of Wisconsin
have
and Steenerson of Minnesota
been circulating petitions for a caucus and disclosed the existence of a
strong tariff revision sentiment from
the middle West. The signatures of
only fifty Republican congressmen
are necessary to call a caucus, and
such progress has been made that
the revisionists have taken a spurt
of real enthusiasm. The standpatters
will fight, and declare that they can
defeat the tariff revisionists in the
caucus if one is called.
Record-Heral- d

TEN COACH PASSENGERS
INJURED IN RUNAWAY.
Thermopolis,
Wyo., Jan. 26. Ten
passengers were injured Thursday
upon a mountain road south of this
town, when four horses attached to
a stage coach ran away down the
mountain-side- ,
turned over the coach
and dragged it a considerable distance. None of them will die, altho'

three are seriously injured.
LARGE COTTON MILL
DESTROYED BY FIRE.
Dover. N. H., Jan. 26. Mill No. 1
of the extensive plant af the Cocheo

Manufacturing Co., manufacturers of
cotton goods, was burned today, causing a financial loss estimated at between $500,000 and $600,00,, and possibly loss of life. The fire, the origin
of which is not known, broke out after the five hundred operatives began
work, and spread rapidly. Several men
and women jumped from windows sus
taining injuries. Others were taken
from windows in the upper stories.
The' persons thus rescued reported
that some had been overcome by
smoke in the burning building, and
the firemen immediately began a
search waich was without result until the flames drove them outside the
walls. Meanwhile the officials of the
mill are trying to locate all the em-

REBATE
CASES OVERRULED.
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. 26. A de
cision was filed in the U. S. District
Court in Minneapolis today overruling the demurrers to the indictments
in the rebate cases brought by the
.government against the' Omaha, Great
Northern, Wisconsin
Central and
Minneapolis & St. Louis railroads.
The cases will go to trial at the April
term of court.
IN

SOCIALISTS REBUFFED
IN GERMAN ELECTION.
""Berlin, Jan. 26. The results of the
Reichstag election have been officially declared in 361 out of a total of
397 districts. The Socialists lost 17
seats and gained one. The Center party lost 2 and gained 1. The two Conservative parties lost 3 and gained 4.
The Moderates lost one and gained 3.
The National Liberals lost 6 and gained 10. The Agrarians lost 4 and gained 2. In the 361 districts only 209
members were elected, a second ballot being necessary in 152 districts.
The Socialists who had 21 out of 23
Saxon seats have only been victorious
in seven districts.
The rebuff of the Socialists has astonished everybody. While the general result of the election has been in
doubt, nearly everybody believed that
no matter how other parties fared,
the Socialists would gain. The extent
of their defeat is now the only question. The prediction is made
that
their claim of three million supporters will be cut in half. M(Jst of the
former supporters of Socialism who
failed to support their ticket it is
now supposed voted with the radicals
Parliament Suspended.
Madrid, Jan. 26. The King has is
sued a decree suspending the sessions
of parliament, as it is evident that
Senor Maura cannot command a ma
jority in the chambers. The clericals
and reactionists are jubilant, as the
mere fact that the Conservatives are
in power will give them a great advantage at the polls.
--

e
Change in Business Locations.

J. S. Kirby has moved his bottling
o
works, formerly in the a building
Home Stock Company Draws Crowd. near the land office on West Second
The Silver Star Stock Company, street, to his newly completed cement
made up exclusively of home talent, stone business house on South Main,
played "Twenty-fivMinutes From and the Western Union Telegraph Co.
Broadway"
before an eighty dollar has secured the room thus vacated
audience at. the Majestic last night. for office and battery rooms. The teleMiss Hobson was the star of the per graph office will be moved about Feb
formance, and received much praise ruary 1st.
It has been located in
for her acting as the Navajo. The lobby of the Grand Central Hotel the
for
play will be repeated tonight.
lour years, but the greater part of
hat time has been crowded for roonu
WALTON'S STUDIO.
The new quarters will be nicely fitted
During this1 kind of weather ama ap
and will afford a much more ade
teurs as well as others may spend quate
and convenient place for the
their time profitably by putting their manager and his assistant to trans
post
unmounted
kodak prints and
act their business with the public.
cards in albums. A large and complete
The equipment has lately been In
assortment kept in stock.
80tf
creased and greatly improved, a di
rect wire with El ( Paso having been
Henry N. Field is Dead.
Pittsfield, Mass., Jan. 26. Rev. Dr. put in about three weeks ago, adding
Henry N. Field, the last of the fam to the service rendered through the
ous Field Brothers, Cyrus J., Stephen direct line to Denver. However, it i3
s
J. and David Dudley, died in Stock- - impossible to work these improve-mentpresent
to
advantage
in
the
bridge this morning.
quarters, and the- new place will af
M. H. Pomeroy
and daughter, of ford, ample room. This was one of
Chambersburg, Pa., who will remain the main purposes of the removal.
here some time for the benefit of the
MAYOR STOCKARD REPORTS
daughter's health.
ON TRIP TO EL PASO.
Mayor
James W. Stockard
to
Miss Bessie Peacock was ablereturned yesterday from El
be taken to her home today from St.
Paso, where he went to confer
Mary's hospital, where she underwent
relative to the proposed Kan- an operation for appendicitis a week
sas City Short Line railroad
ago last Monday.
and its possible coming thru
o
Roswell. Regarding the trip he
Wm. M. Crowder, of Bottineau, N.
today:
said
D., has arrived for a visit with his
"I can merely state that my
mother, Mrs. H. T. Stanfield, whom
trip was more than successful,
he had not seen for 19 years. He
for I got more than I went af- brought with him his little daughter,
ter. I cannot say anything as
Alice, who will make her home with
to the details now but will
Mrs. Stanfield.
have some news in a few days.
o
Everything is very encourag-Best to Plant Now.
ing." Mayor Stockard said fur- Now is the best time to plant
ther: "A representative of the
trees, before the roots begin to
Bitulithic Paving Co. will be
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
in Roswell Tuesday and will
cheap.
give estimates on the cost of
e

-

paving here. His company is
now paving extensively in El

Now is the time to Plant
Oats, Blue Grass and Onion Sets.
Large stock of each, extra fine. Roswell Produce & Seed Co.
80t3wl
Wanted.
A man to

town.

trim a small orchard in

Paso."
These things were reported
at a meeting of the directors of
the Commercial Club at four
"o'clock this afternoon.
.

tf

Darius Hicks came up from Dexter
this morning.

if. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 26. Temperaployees.
Six bodies have been found in the ture. Max., 34 ; min., 26 ; mean, 30.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. E-- , velocruins. They were those of boys emity 14- - miles; weather cloudy.
ployed in the "mule" room.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
o
:
OIL BURNING LOCO- Local snow tonight and Sunday; sta
MOTIVES A SUCCESS. tionary temperature.
V
"
M. WRIGHT,
Leander, Wyo., Jan. 26. The North
western railroad has concluded the
Official In Chars.

Clymer Coldren and A. G. McEIhin-ne- f
returned on the auto yesterday
trip to Torrance.
from a business
They are loud in their praises of the
pleasure of this auto ride across the

prairie.

o
Rick Stanley, of Dexter, who has
been in Roswell a few days, left this
morning for Harper, Kan., for a visit
with Ms father.
O. R. Tanner, E. J. Mell and W. E.
King, of Hagerman.
were business
visitors In Roswell today.

FIFTH DISTRICT CASES

ROSYELL DAILY RECORD
DEMOCRATIC

IN SUPREME

White Pine
Cough Syrup

IN POLITICS.

THE

RECORD PUBLISHING
CO.
E. MASON,
Business Manager.
GEO. A. PUCKETT,
Editor

C

Entered Hay 19. 1903. at RoawelL
the Act of Congress of March S, 1879.

New. Mexico, under

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per Week,
9 .15
Dally, Per Month,
.60
.60
Paid ht Advance,
Dally, Six Months,
340
6X0
Dally, One Year,
(Dally. Except Sunday)
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.

Payton Drag, Book

&

A'l advertisements to Insure InsertStationery Co.
ion- In the same day's Issue of The
Record should be in the printers'
hands before eleven o'clock .In the
morning. Orders for taking out sny
standing ad. should also be In the e future good of the whole Territory,
by eleven o'clock to prevent its as their oath of office obligates them
oelng run that day.
to do.
of-c-

THE FOXY COLONEL.
The upper house of t"ae legislature
the Record has said things
Even
say
still lias something to
about that
commendatory of the Territorial Imdistrict attorney bill
migration Bureau. But perhaps this
paper Is the only one in the Territory
man
a
I don t kare how mutch
sez, If hell only say it in a few that will have the nerve to explain
how it happened and confess its own
words. Josh Billings.
weakness. It was this way. When the
'
editor of the Record mount"It has been my experience in ad present soap-boed
he was a seeker afthe
you
vertislng that the closer
stick to
the truth the better It will be for you ter knowledge and health as well as
In the end. W. L. Douglas, the shoe a dispenser of wisdom. Colonel Frost
very kindly sent him complimentary
man.
copies of the New Mexico Blue Book,
Just now the Pecos Valley is more the Governor's report two finely ilinterested in reduced railroad rates lustrated books describing the rethan in anything the present session sources and picturing the scenery of
of the legislature is likely to accom the Territory. Then there were pamphlets galore to help us in our work
plish.
of acquiring an understanding of the
Governor Swettenham Is probable situation. The least that anyone could
able now to see that he who control expect under the influence of such
leth his temper Is greater than he overwhelming generosity and tender
who governeth an island in times of of personal advice, would be the handsomest editorial
acknowledgment.
earthquake.
Newspapers in similar ways have
Wonder why the New Mexican was been worked for free advertising from
unable to see "autocratic power" in time immemorial, and we presume
the appointment of district attorneys that the Record is not the only paper
until after the abdication of Little in the Territory that has received
beautiful picture books from Santa
Miguel the One'th.
-

x,

Fe.

By the time the Roosevelt adminis
TOO MUCH CAUTION.
tration is through regulating them,
One has to be careful in New Mexi
probably the railroads will be glad co not to
some things too
to accept Mr. Bayan's proposition for hard or atbelieve
to print them
not
least
government ownership.
without due respect for a libeV law
that was designed to protect official
If It be shown that the only pur graft and corruption. But even caution
pose of the legislature is to make it may
to extremes, as Illus
unpleasant for the Governor, why not tratedbe bycarried
following story from
the
give them a touch of what Emperor
the American Press:
William did to the Reichstag?
The editor called the young repor
to his desk and warned him pains
ter
Now that the bluff of the railroads takingly not to state anything as a
haa been called, anybody can make fact unless he was absolutely sure
'em howl for mercy and nearly ev that It was true. The reporter had
erybody seems to be after them at written a story about John Jones
the same time in a hundred places. stealing chickens with no other auth
ority than hearsay, and Jones came
Since suit has been brought to se back at the paper in a rage and
cure fair freight rates to Pecoa Val threatened to force the editor to
ley points, and the railroad people prove it. After concluding his admo
see that they are up against the real
to be more cautious, the edi
thing, liberal reductions are offered nition
tor . directed the reporter to write a
on every hand.
stickful on a little social function
The story was composed as follows:
Now listen for the echo of the lit
"It is rumored on good authority
ths "ma too" Republican papers reMrs. Smith, who claims to reside
that
peating the New Mexican's defense on South
Chestnut street, gave a so- of the Immigration Bureau and public calleO dinner party to a number of
printing graft. However ancient his her alleged
friends. Mrs. Smith as
tory has little attraction for home- all had a good time. In
serts
that
'
seekers.
the progressive euchre feature, which
followed
dinner, Mrs. Brown who
"The mission of Gie church is to claims tothe
be the wife of Postmaster
serve," said Elder C. C. Hill In a ser Brown, was
successful."
mon last Sunday. "Creeds, dogmas,
opinions or mere speculations have
P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
little room in a work designed to
(Railroad Time.)
make men better citizens, better Northbound, arrive ..... 10 : 10 a. m
Christians. The divisions of the Northbound, depart. .... 10:25 a. m
church constitute Us greatest weak Southbound,
..... 4:50 p. m
ness. When all the Christian ele Southbound, arrive.
..... 6:00 p.m.
depart.
ments stand together for law, moral
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
Ity and decency their strength is
o
demonstrated." Then hy way of IllusCedar Brook, formeily W. H. Metration, he referred to the recent elec- Brayer. Oriental.
69tf
tion in Roswell, and remarked, "The
other element is beginning to find Figure with B. F. Smith when yov
went buggy pa In tine. Phone 176. 7f
It out."
.

-

RISING ABOVE
; PARTY
According to
dispatch fsom

,

MERE
CONSIDERATIONS.

the Record's special
Santa Fe yesterday.
Democratic Representatives Mullins
and (Hudspeth voted against the bill
to take the power of appointing dis
trict attorneys away from the Gover
nor. The sincerity of their desire te
serve the interests of good government for the entire Territory Is made
plainer by the fact that In this particular district It Is to the interest of the
Democratic party to have the power
taken out of the Governor's hands,
for the reason that with an overwhelming Democratic majority a Democrat would be elected to take the
place of a Republican appointee. Our
representatives are not to be "governed by merely local or temporary considerations, but are looking to the

FRESH

Candy
and

Nuts
At

Mall Correspondence.

Special

The Greatest Medicine ever put on the
market for coughs and
colds.
Try it for that bad
cold

COURT.

Santa Fe, N. M. Jan. 24. The supreme Court adjourned January 21
until Feb. 25, to give time for the
preparation of opinions. This work
will keep the various Justices in
Santa Fe for an extended period of
time. Following is a statement of the
action of the Supreme Court In the
January term on cases that were ap
pealed from the Fifth Judicial dis
trict, composed of Chaves, Eddy and
Roosevelt counties:
Territory of New Mexico v. M. D.
Minter. Judgment against defendant
rendered in the District Court of
Chaves county on forfeited bail bond.
Affirmed with costs.
S. Hirseh &, Co. v. W. R. Pilant.
Judgment against defendant rendered in District Court of Chaves county on note. Affirmed with costs.
S. Grabfelder & Co. v. W. R. Pilant.
Judgment against defendant render
ed in District Court of Chaves coun
ty on note.- Affirmed with costs.
Stringfellow & Tannehill v. W. W.
Petty. Judgment against defendant
rendered in District Court of Chaves
county on note. Affirmed with costs.
United States of America v. Benja
min H. Tallmadge et al. Decision of
court granting the government a
new trial In certain alleged
land
fraud cases tried upon plea in abate
ment. Affirmed with costs because of
failure of the defendants to perfect
their appeal.
United States of America v. A. M.
Boykin. Sentence of District Court
of Roosevelt county imposing twelve
years in penitentiary upon defendant
for murder of Henry' Stoltz. Affirmed
with costs, because of failure of the
defendant to perfect his appeal.
Under Advisement by the Court.
Thomas M. Daveport v. City of Ros
-

well. Appeal

from

where verdict for

Chaves
$2,000

Farm near Roswell. 44 acres in al12 acres in good bearing orchard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultivation. Ditch water. House and farming
implements. Rents for part of crop.
falfa,

BELL.

Old Indian River Rye.

than I have

list is short of small cottages ranging in prices from

"Ads."

FOR

SALE.

G.

42tf

gentle horse,
Good
SALE:
guaranteed to work anywhere. R
74tl0
H. McCune,
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
'
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
29tf
or write the Oasia Ranch.
FOR SALE:
Bronze turkeys and
Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens,
at Slaughter farm. Inquire J. A.
75mwf tf.
Williams.
FOR SALE:
Nice 5 room residence,
half block from court house. Lot
85 by 198 feet. Blue grass lawn.
Barn, corral and outhouses. For
terms see R. L. Miller at Capita?
Hotel.
75t6
FOR

--

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
line that has ever been shown in
and
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE
run-abou- ts

up-to-da-

te

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORN

EY-AT-L-

Special attention given to

Corporation,
Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty
Over First Nan Bank.

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

::::::

200 South

Roswell, New Mexico

Main--Pho-

175.
The largest and most
stock of LITMBEK,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da-

W. C. Reld.

J.

M.

Hervey.

ne

te

Wholesale & Retail.

Reid & Hervey
LAWYERS

Estimates

Room 9, Texas Block. Phone 531

Furnished.

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Honrs: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.

For Sale Cheap

Dr. A. Anderson

800 Large Wethers. 2800 Yearling Lamds. 8000
Bred Ewes.
3000 Merino Ewes, good, $5.00 per head. 1800
Lambs and Wethers, good, $ 3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well ft 35 per acre.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2000 young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 200 young
trees. Artesian well and tank.
Good 0 room house, with out buildings. Price .f 38
within city limits.

m.

Office: Oklahoma Block

SPECIALIST

INTESTINES
AND
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
STOflACH

E

R.

I

LUND

LAWYER
Specla!ty--ninin-

Navajo Block.

Law

jt

-

-

324 N.

Main.

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Officer

Phone 237.

and

Enquire J, B. P.ailey's Office.

Res. Phone 422

Carnations

At- -

ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

Phone 220, sth and flo.

Good as the BEST, BETTER than the
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa

r

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers

in

Lumber
The very best grades.

We will satisfy you

Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.

FOR SALE.
Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt. An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
and conveniently located. Good arte
sian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good barSome Choice

one-fourt-

CARTLTON & BELL.

Position, to trim trees, 303 N. Main street.
WANTED:
. by
experienced primer. Inquire at
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
It
Roswell Hotel.

$
$
$

J. H. Hamilton t

Oklahoma Block.

gain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
unimproved land. Railroad and 2nd
Street front. Two blocks from court
FOR RENT.
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
Large sunny room for terms at low interest.'
FOR RENT:
two. Also board. phone 149, 719 N.
Some alfalfa land in "artesian belt,
Main St.
77tf
ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
Room oc copied by alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
FOR RENT:
Lee &. Hampton, after Feb. 1st.
last year,
74tf acres yielded a net Income
H. P. Hobson.
1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
One .. acre
FOR RENT:
fertile town, spendid location.
ground, water frirnisned. Close in,
A .good 160 acres of Hondo water
h
share crops. Inquire right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
for
78t3 good house,
221 N. Main.
land fenced. Valued at
$37.50 per acre.

WANTED.

Egg

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

,

Kipling's
Candy Store.

0

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co

MOTTO:

Land scrip. W.

Sklllman.

dD2

Agent.

II. McCUNf,

R.

Robins Commercial School
FOR SALE.

GJ
We know

$800 to $1500. If you have
any thing in .this line list it with
me for quick sale.

E. B. STONE

Classified

E

houses.

GROCERIES HAY AND
GRAIN

Oriental.

35

My

Violets

For Rent.

&

More buyers

county,

damages

was given plaintiff.
Territory of New Mexico v. John
Mills, et al. Appeal by Territory from
Judgment In favor of the defendant
in a suit on a bond.
Territory of New Mexico v. J. P.
Church. Appeal by defendant from a
sentence for violating the minor loitering law, in District Court of Chaves
county.
John H. Kingston v. J. W. Walters
Appeal by plaintiff from judgment for
defendant in District Court, Chaves
county.
Southern Car Mfg. Co. v. Warren
Wagner. Appeal by plaintiff from
judgment for defendant in District
Court, Chaves county.
Territory of New Mexico v. Elmer
L. Price. Appeal from District Court
of Roosevelt county by defendant under life sentence for murder of Con
ductor Curtis.
For Hearing at February Session.
United States of America v. Benjamin H. Tallmadge-anothers. Appeal
by the Government from the decision
of the Fifth Judicial District Court
refusing it a new trial in certain alleged land fraud cases tried upon
plea In abatement in April, 1906.

See CARLTON

HAVE

I

160 AC RES
Hondo

WaterRight

Land. You Make
The Price.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
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meir tobacco longer and to this co--1 sion will meet In OkUhoma
forging a check for $1,600 will be giv
to
Norfolk
tour will be completed
the
have
We
In
all
bargains
kinds
of
en
a preliminary hearing today. Cham
testimony
i"".on 18 au la
the sue- hear
in the ease of the ter city property
of all kinds. See us be-- but several side trips are being arran
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H. Me-- bers was recently arrested in Tulsa,
cess of the movement.
I rttory ajralnst local
fro m I fore you buy. Carlton A BelL
59tf - L T.
ged one to Virginia Beach Island, on Brayer. Oriental.
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THE REAL
GOODS

Say, you big dub are you afraid to
put on the. gloves with me?"
Squires made no immediate reply,
and one of his companions answered
for him. "Aw, this is Bill Squires, a
Sunday School teacher. He can't
fight."
Although

siaered them, cheap at that price. It
requires a constant fight to keep them!
down so as to make the cattle busi
ness at all profitable.
These reports are from Grant Coun
ty. The records in the county clerk's
office at Silver City shows the boun
ties paid on wolves for the four years
from 1902 to 1905, Inclusive, at the
rate of $20 each. Previous to 1902
wolves and coyotes were listed togeth UNCLE SAM MAKES A
TREATY
er, and the records could not be sep
WITH THE GOD OF LOVE.
arated:
In 1902 there were 11 wolves killed
and a bounty of $20 each was paid
making a total of $220.
in !903 there were 33 wolves killed MUM HAVE PROSPECTS
on wnich a bounty of $20 each, was
paid making a total of $660.
In 1904 these were 54 wolves killed
and a bounty of $20 each paid, making
Women Who Want to Go to the Phil
a total of $1,080.
ippines Must Have Husband or
In 1905 there were 29 wolves killed L Sweetheart There
or Very Good
on. which a bounty of $20 each w
Prospects.
paid, making a total of $580.
The total paid in bounties for the
four being $2,540.

DAMAGE

CONSPIRES

BY WOLVES

WITH CUPID

o

he didn't know the first
principles of the boxing game. Squires
was ruffled and immediately ascended
BILL" SQUIRES, OF AUSTRALIA, to the stage and put on the gloves
COMING TO CLEAN 'EM UP.
The "champion" touched him lightly
on the nose, grinning derisively at
the big miner. Then Squires terri
ble left shot out, and it was all over.
That encounter marked the begin
A SHORT CAREER
ning of tha pugilistic career of the
Australian wonder. The $100 he re
ceived was proof that there might
be easier ways of earning a living
.The Australian Champion a Man than digging coal. It did not take
With a Terrible Punch.
American long for the Australian sports to dis
cover that Squires was by far the
Champions Look Like
to the Coming Wonder.
most wonderful fighter ever produced
in this country, greater even than
"Has-Been-

the fight were pulled off in this city
Squires, and not the American cham- pion, would be the favorite. It is pos- sible that Jeffries may be able to put
the big miner to sleep, but Australia
is waiting to be shown.

s'

Young Grlffo, George Dawson,

Bob

New Cases in District Court.
The following suits have been fll-ed in the office of S. I. Roberts, clerk
of the district court:
The Joyce-PruCo., against F. W.
Brockway, on an alleged account of
$48. G. A. Richardson is attorney for
the plaintiff.
James M. Naylor against C. L., E.
R." and B. H. Tallmadge, for the return
of $3,200 and interest from Nov. 25,
1904, and rescinding of a land deal,
alleged to have been made through
Wm. H. Trindle,
of Loveland, Colo., and Scott & Dunn,
of Roswell, are plaintiff's attorneys.
Kemp Lumber Co., against Walter
W. Pettey and wife, for alleged bal
ance on an alleged note of $48.40. R
E. Lund is attorney for plaintiff.
In rel. the petition of Charles Bur
ton for final citizenship papers. D.
G. Grantham, of Carlsbad is attorney
for Burton.
H. F. Tallmadge against Clara W.
Deem, to quiet title to 480 acres of
land near Dexter. Gatewood and Love
are plaintiff's attorneys.

1

it

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ESTIMATES
GREAT LOSS IN NEW MEXICO

WOLVES ARE PLENTY

Are Increasing in Numbers From Year
to Year. New Mexico Cattleman
Places Loss in United States From
Wolves at 500,000 Head per Year.
.

Fitzsimmons or Peter Jackson. Now
Squires Is comparatively prosperous
Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 26.That
Writing from the Bell Ranch, San
Washington, Jan. 26. "Are you a
Birthday of German Prince.
but he has not forgotten the friends
Bill Squires, who will sail next week
Miguel
County,
N.
Mex.,
fiancee
J.
Arthur
of an applicant for, eligible to
26.
Berlin,
Jan.
Prince Augustus
of former days among the miners of
for America, is soon to be the recog
I
Biological
to
a
in
Tisdall,
an
letter
employe
the
r
emperor.
in the Philippine ser-William,
son
fourth
of the
Newcastle, and is as pronounced a So
nized heavy weight champion of the
Survey,
1897,
26,
December
engagement
so
vice,
dated
give
if
and
was recently anwhose
his name and ad- cialist as ever.
world, not a fighter in Australia
said:
nounced, is today celebrating his dress and state in what department
Old time Melbourne
sports who
doubts for a moment. Faith hi the fu
I would call your attention to the twentieth birthday. The prince, now j fl is serving or has qualified for."
Knew Jackson and Fitzsimmons de
ture of "Boshter" Squires Is the first
This is the most Important ques- clare that the miner is a heavier hit
excessive damage done by wolves all j a student at Bonn, was born January
article in the creed of every Mel
o
tion
asked of the feminine applicants
26,
1887.
He
most
is
popular
Territhe
and
over
ter
the Western States and
than either and, barring accidents,
Racing Card.
bourne sport. Every follower of the
positions
as stenographers in the
an
of
horGerman
democratic
princes,
the
New Orleans, Lo., Jan. 26. The Mer tores,' especially where cattle and
game from Brisbane to Perth and from could have finished either of those
Philippine
j
open
service,
examinations for
admirer of the scholarly Herr
famous heavyweights In short order. chants' handicap, with $2,500 added, ses run on the range. It is my belief
Cape York to Melbourne shares In
being
which
are
held by tile civil ser- It is not claimed that Squires Is now is the big event at the Crescent City from figures I have made that they de Bebel, the leader of the Social Demo-this opinion. Squires the magnificent
stroy not less than 500,000 animals cratic party and the chief political en-- vice commission tnrougnout tne
a scientific fighter although he is con track this afternoon. The race
is for
It is to every loyal Australian, and
Women who have not a
.
principally calves and year- - emy of the kaiser, and has more than trT
stantly improving in cleverness, but
i
ana upward and is once
Americans and Europeans who have
- j husband or lover in
once
the Philippines
given
to
this!
utterance
most
radiling
the
fighting
I
been
cattle.
the
are
have
willing to back around the track.
Australians
i
seen this fighting phenomenon perpest for years, and keep them down cal Socialistic ideas. He is not only will not be accepted, no matter how
his as having the most terrible
form are smitten of the same enthusan examination they may pass.
punch of any man living.
When ask
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 26. The Sa fairly well in whatever locality my in-- j a fine horseman and an athlete of ab- - Soa
iasm.
Sam has become an ally of Cu- possesses
ility,
Ucle
but
scholarly
attained recently as to his tactics. Squires nta Anita handicap, a sweepstakes terests lie at that time. The State
Some three years ago Squires was responded: "I hit
Pid
and
has gone in for matchmaking,
equalled
by none of his prince'em." That is all for 2 year olds and upward, will be and county bounties result in very lit- ments
a miner delving in the pits at New- there is to Squires' method of fighting
Tne
civil
service commissioner has.
ly brothers, speaking six languages i
run at Ascot this afternoon. The ev tie weood.
i
castle, wholly unknown to fame and He protects himself until afforded an
very matter-of-faa
reason for this
His
Antly.
however,
radicalism,
is
Additional field reports from New
ent carries Sl.oOO added monev and
fortune.
he is the heavy- opportunity to land a fair blow on his s over
vvnemperor
i
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siav;nn
rovo
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nnWoa
th
the Brooks course. 73 vards
weight champion of Australia. No opponent, and then he hits 'em.
Whe hort of a mile and a quarter. S. M. in 1899 at Portales and Roswell: in liam who hoPed to ffect a cure thru are unmarried
one has yet appeared who could stand ther he can stand punishment Is
not villiams Rubric was the winner last 1901 in the Pecos Valley about Carls- - the marriaSs of the DrInce to the beart nearby speedily become homebefore him for a moment. A little known. No Australian fighter has year.
young Princess Alex- - sick and grieve their young lives away
bad; in 1902 along the east slope of strong-mindeuntil the sympathetic authorities are
preliminary feinting, a terrible swing been able to stand before him long
andra
Victoria of Schelswig-Holstein- the Guadalupe, Sacramento and White
o
compelled
Sonderburg-GIucksburto send them back home
of brawny fist, and all Is over.
It was at
enough to inflict any.
Missouri Election.
mountains, and at Corona and Carri- - f fu
befftrp
fprm nf pnlist.'
twn
thf1r
i.0;,,ft.
Hm
- - wars'
Una
i'nfaf;n
"
Prior to taking up the career of
"'" wix
iuiuwuuu w.
Bawci
jnimcotne, mo., Jan. 26. A spec- - zrvzrt- - oll In 1 QAQ tiot TWnntAvo
Squires is 28 years of age and his
..
u
u.
a pugilist. Squires varied the mono- weight is from 172 to 180 pounds. He ial election is being held here today as common about Santa Rosa, in the l rena "mCe AUSu3tus to America
.
.
.
crrxnn
a.
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n
a
n r
n
nrnmn
fnnf
fftK
x,
v.
coinpiece nis education, out mis
r0-ttony of digging coal by preaching So- is 5 feet 9 and
Tir
l"
ft
t
r.roHu
f
inches high. r
pros
present
must
or
have a husband,
It Is atatcialism and teaching a Sunday school. He has a spread 6 feet and 5 inches city for $100,000 to build a municipal anes, and in the Pecos River MourJ Plan has been abandoned.
He was more familiar with the scrip between the hands. His biceps meas- water works and electric light plant, tains, and as less common in the Taos ed that the weddinS will take place Pective, in the. islands or to take one
aiong witn tnem.
ine embargo ap
tures and philosophy of Karl Marx ures fifteen inches and his normal
similar nronrsal was vntorl n n Manzano. and were fa.irlv rnmmtra Mn May Or June.
plies
not
only
to
stenographers
and
than the records of the prize ring. chest measure Is forty inches. He is year ago and received a big majori- - and doing great damage to stock in
to
clerks,
Leads,
as
Texas
Usual.
but
all
teachers
and
other
Naturally of peaceable disposition, he a native of Australia and both of his ty, but the State supreme court de- - the Bear Spring Callina and Datil
Fort Worth, Texas Jan. 26. A lem branches of the Philippine service
had never engaged In any fight or parents were born in this country. He clared that the bonds were illegally mountains. In September, 1906 they
on
weighing two pounds has been which women are allowed to enter.
I
brawl. At that time anyone referring was born in the bush of the back town issued.
were found in considerable number
grown in a garden of a Mineral Wells
The applicants are required to give
to Squires as a fighter would have ship of Naraabi, and still retains majust north of the Gila Forest Reserve
physician. It is perfect In form and the names of their prospective hus
I wnere iney were
been greeted with derision.
Killing cattle at an
ny of the characteristics of the bush-meJewish Progressive Order.
flavoe.
bands and to make affidavit that an
alarming
rate.
A
Mexican owning a
His discovery was an accident. One
26
He has an aversion to being
Kansas City, Mo., Jan.
The Proengagement of marriage exists. This
o
night there came to Newcastle a trav photographed and the only pictures frrwssivA rirrier of th Wast a Towish small rancn norm oi buna sam mat
will be confirmed by the CommissionDreadnaught
Coming.
is
eling company of vaudeville "artists" of him obtainable are snapshots.
fraternal society, will hold its annual they killed 17 head of his cattle, main
London, Jan. 26. The famous Brit er, who will cable to the male candi
including a man who posed as the
Delegates ,v calves, during the summer.
American sporting men now resid- meeting here
battleship Dreadnaught, the larg date for connubial bliss, before the
ish
lQ
lla roresl ltBS,jrve la
heavy weight champion of Australia. ing in Melbourne believe that the les from nearly every state in the Union
est
fighting machine afloat, is sched commission is finally granted. If any
1906 wolves were fairly common in
This fellow made a boastful challenge ser brood of American heavyweights, will be in attendance.
uled to leave Gibraltar today for Trini I heartless 'young man should deny the
the upper Mimbres, Sapello Creek,
offering $100 to any man who could such as Burns, Hart, Schreck and O'dad.
It will cruise in West Indian wat-- i existence of an engagement, the fernThe best and safest way to make Rocky Creek, and Diamond .Creek val- - ers
stay four rounds with him. No one Brien, would stand no show whatever
at tne time that the Atlantic mine applicant will De turned down
responded.
Then the "champion" with the big Australian. Whether he money is to invest in real CBtate. We leys. At least 4 crossed the North squadron of Admiral Evans is in that j by the commission until she can find
pointed at Squires, who was seated can whip Jim Jeffries is, of course, have some of the best bargains in Star Mesa between Sapello Creek and vicinity, thus affordine the American I another beau in the Philippines or
another matter. It is certain that if the Valley. See us. Carlton & Bell. the Mimbres every few nights appar- naval officers an opportunity to see I about to go there,
In the front row, and taunted:
ently killing stock on every round.
object of
The successful applicants in toJudging from my own observations the mammoth vessel. The
is to test the machinery day's examinations, both men aad wothe
cruise
and from what I could learn from the
of" the battleship during the worst men, will receive a salary of $1,200
ranchmen, a moderate estimate of the
of the Atlantic season and under the a year to start with opportunity for
stock killed by each of these 4 wolves
advancement.
The fare to San Franmost adverse conditions.
would be a calf or a yearling or a cow
cisco,
EVERYONE
and from that city to Manila,
Three additional ships of the Dread
every three days, or approximately a
naught class are now being built and the latter amounting to $250 is adHAS SOMETHING
hundred head of cattle a year to a
will be completed within two years. vanced by the government, but must
TO SELL
wolf. Counting all as calves at the
Bellerophon is in course or be returned at the rate of 10 per cent
OR
very low rate of $10 a head, each wolf The
Portsmouth of the monthly salary until all is paid
construction at the
SOHETHING TO
would at this rate cost the ranchmen
yards, the Temereire at Devenport & The applicants enlist for two years
$1,000 a year. This estimate of $4,000
TRADE
the Superb at Els wick. Each of those and if the full time is served the
for the 4 wolves leaves out of considOR
vessels, like the Dreadnaught, will amount of the passage is then return5 to 10 hungry
the
eration
guns and will form ed. Heretofore many government emHE WANTS
have ten
of each pair, which would begin to
most
the
formidable squadron afloat. ployes, mostly women, have stayed
SOnETHING THAT
kill stock for themselves in the fall Great precautions are being taken at in the Philippines only long enough
OTHER
and would continue to do so as long
the shipyards to prevent strangers to earn their passage back to "God's
MAN MAY SELL
as they lived.
from obtaining even a glimpse of the country," preferring to sacrifice severTO HIM.
From the same section of the Gila
The building al hundred dollars rather than remain
construction work.
Reserve, on the Sapello Creek, Mr.
IT MAY BE
ships are obscured with close wire net in the islands for the term agreed upVictor Culberson, President and man ting to prevent the taking of photo- on.
REAL ESTATE
ager of the G O S Cattle Company,
o
CHATTELS
graphs and the dockyard police paMay Disband K. L. T. League.
writes under date of June 3, 1906:
trol the vicinity of the shipyards night
HORSES
Centralia, 111., Jan. 26 A meeting
We estimate the losses on our ranch
day.
of
and
the magnates of the Kitty baseball
HOUSES
by wolves to be at least 10 per cent
fleet League ; will be held here tomorrow
maneuvers
British
of
the
The
WHAT
Three years ago, While gathering up will take place next month off the for the purpose of considering plans
for the! coming season. It is more
same
steers to be turned off and holding coast
of Portugal and will be the than pbssible that the league will be
them in a small pasture, we found
through The Record.
most elaborate ever held in European disbanded. The league as constituted
one morning 8 yearling that had been
waters. The strength of England as last year covered too wide a territory
killed during the previous night, and
a naval power will be fittingly illus- and the traveling expenses were great
in gathering and disposing of that
A new league may
trated, as more than sixty battleships er than the profits.
y
we
near-bcities, in Kencattle
500
of
head
be fiprmed of
bunch of about
and other vessels will be as- tucky and Illinois.
- cruisers
esalways
We
had 31 head killed.
sembled. This is almost as many as
timated our losses by wolves to be the total of effective vesels of the
160 acre farm, finely improved, lothe greatest of those from any wild French and German navies combined. cated in central Oklahoma, to trade
property in or near Roswell.
animals. When the wolves first ap- The Atlantic, Mediterranean and chan
peared in this part of the country we nel squadrons will participate In the What have you got? Carlton & Bell,
opposite postofflce.
Z"mS I paid $50 apiece for 10 of them and eon evolutions.
'
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SHONTS SPEAKS ON
THE ISTHMIAN CANAL
and equipped with
Kansas City. Jan. 25. The follow- had to be erected
and men.
arDliances
Cana
Isthmian
the
on
ing speech
j
In this preliminary work we have
was delivered Thursday night by The- spent about $27,ooo,ooo. ur mis amo-- I
tint about $3,500,000 have been expend
odore Shouts, late chairman of tie led
in government and sanitation; neabefore rly $6,000,000 in construction of quar
Isthmian Canal Commission,
the annual banquet of the Knife and ters and other 'buildings, docks, wharves, railway enlargement, waterFork Club:
works and sewers in the Zone, and
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: in engineering work; over
$10,000,000
You have honored me with a7i invi- in permanent plant; over $3,500,000
talk
to
and
to
be here
tation
tn the construction of sewers ami
to you. as men of affairs interested in waterworks
and street paving and im
Panall public questions, about the
provements
Colon.
in Panama and
satisto
ama Canal. I shall endeavor
ultiwill
be
refunded
named
The
last
by
tell mately to the Government.
fy your desire for information
posing you, as simply and tersely as
In regard to the success of our sansible, what we have done and are
President Roosevelt says
doing on the Isthmus. You are aware itary work.
his special message to Congress,
that any great enterprinse is divided in
after his personal inspection
into two stages, the creative period written
on
Isthmus, that the "results
the
operation.
period
of actual
and the
By the creative period I mean that have been astounding," and that "the
conditions as regards sickness and
of preparatory work. In this it has the
death rate compare favorably
been necessary to create not only the
system by which the men who are to with reasonably healthy localities in
perform the labor on the canal are the United States." We have driven
from the
to be collected housed and fed, but yellow fever permanently
That is the supreme achieve
the broad policies upon which the en- Isthmus.
ment. For fourteen months there has
tire gigantic project is to be conduct not
been a single case of this terror
ed, and the engineering plans upon
which the canal itself is to be built. of the Tropics. The Stegomyia mosquito, of which the extreme period of
I need not say to you, who are pracand which is the
tical men of affairs, that the first life is" three months,
germ, has
stage of the work is at once the most bearer of the yellow-feve- r
of business, for it
important that been thrown outcarry.
difficult and the
It is as harmif it be not well and thoroughly done has nothing to
in every part, the actual work which less to health as the ordinary fly. The
way by which yellow fever can
is based upon it will be handicapped only
return to the Isthmus is by being
at every step.
The preson Commission, during its brought in from the outside, and agfirst visit to the Isthmus in July, 1905 ainst this a rigid quarantine if maindecided that a considerable period tained. So far as general health con
must be devoted to preparation be- ditions are concerned I can give you
fore the actual work of canal constru- no stronger evidence of their favorction could be carried forward. A able character than by stating the
form of government must be devised fact that among about 6,000 white
and put into operation in order to Americans, including women and chil
maintain law and order. In other Iren, on the Isthmus there was for
words, we had to create a State. The three months in the rainy season of
sanitation of the Isthmus must 'be ac- last year August, September and Occomplished as thoroughly as possible tober not a single death from
In commenting upon this Docin order that it might be a healthful
Quarters tor Gorgas, the chief sanitary officer
place in which to work.
must be erected for employees and an says:
Take 6,000 people in New York City
adequate and wholesome food an
water supply provided. A plant must selected at random, and estimating
be assembled with which to do the their death rate on what occurred in
work of construction, and a railway New York City last year, they would
system must be built up that would have had about thirty deaths from
or
enable the railroad to perform ade- disease. Of course,I this is more
quately its functions as the chief in- less accidental, but think it is pretty
strument in such construction. Cer- good proof that conditions are not
when
tain broad policies were evolved for so unfavorable to Americans,
the accomplishment of these purpos- it is possible for a body of 6,000 people, including some 1,200 women and
es. Among these were:
1. That during the preparatory per children, to spend three months withiod the work of canal excavation out a death from disease.
The average daily sick rate among
should be confined to putting the various levels in the cut in perfect con- the employees of the Commission dur1,
dition for the installation and opera- ing the ten months from January
tion of the maximum number of steam 1906, to October 31, 1906, was "28 per
shovels, and the laying of railway thousand, which is no higher than
tracks for the movement of trains might be expected in an equal body
of laborers engaged in construction
with the spoil.
2. That all available forces of la- work in any part of the world.
The sthkkl$ fiuet TH AR ARARA
borers should be concentrated upon
as safe a
The Isthmus is
sanitary work, the construction of
quarters, and railway enlargement, place to visit as most other parts of
and the location and erection of dum- the world, and much safer than many parts of the United States, so far
ping grounds for the spoil.
3. That the Commission should op- as danger from disease is concerned.
en commissaries at suitable places Observance of sanitary laws and regu
along the line of the canal for the lations is compulsory and is rigidly
supply of proper and wholesome food enforced. We have a hospital system
and arrangement should be made to which is surpassed by none in the
obtain such food from the United world, and the privileges of it are
not only, like the blessings of salvaStates.
4. That the Panama railroad should tion, free to all, but they are compulbe doubled tracked throughout its en- sory. Whenever an employee is dis
tire length; that new locomotives, flat covered with too high a temperature
dump, and passenger cars should be he is compelled to go to the .hospital
ordered; that terminal and switching whether he wishes to or not.
I shall not weary you with details
yards should be constructed, and that
existing docks should
be enlarged about what we have done in building
quarters for our employees and proand new ones 'provided.
5. That the expenditures for im- viding them with wholesome food and
proved facilities of all kinds only pure water. If you will visit the Isthsuch sums should be applied to ex- mus, as I hope many of you will in
isting facilities "in the Republic of Pa- the near future, you will find scatnama as were sufficient to keep them tered along the line of the canal a
in a proper state of kepair, and that succession of trim villages, containall necessary additions should be lo- ing populations ranging from a few
hundred up to 5,000 each. At Gatun,
cated within the Canal Zone.
6. That in purchasing material and the site of fhe great dam which will
supplies of all kinds fa the United hold back the waters of the great inStates bids should be called for on land lake of 110 square miles, there
the basis of the price covering deliv- is a village which has sprung into exery on the Isthmus in order to give istence within four months, situated
each section of the country and each up on the hill top, supplied with pure
port equal opportunity to furnish the water and with a modern sewerage
materials desired, thus making the system. It overlooks, the quaint nacanal work comprehensively Ameri- tive village below on the banks of th
Chagres which, when the dam shall
can.
These policies have been in opera- have been constructed and the- lake
tion nearly a year and a half, and dur- filled, witt be 85 feet under water.
ing that period the preparatory work New homes for the inhabitants of this
are to be provided upon the
has been virtually completed. It waa village
so nearly completed within a year near-b- y
hillsides. You will see at
that actual work of canal construction Culebra, builded upon bluffs overlookbegan la July last.' as soon as Con- ing the great cut and surrounded like
gress decided upon the type of canal an amphitheatre by rising slopes ot
beautiful hills, a town of 5,000 inhabithat we were to build.
In giving you an account of what tants, with a modern sewerage system
has been done during the creative pe- and an abundant supply of pure water
riod, I ask you to bear in mind con- A year and a half ago the site of this
stantly that we were working 2,000 town was covered with an impenetramiles from a base of supplies, iu a ble jungle, with scarcely a sign of nil
country that was literally destitute man habitation. Nearby is another
of everything we needed. Every foot town, called Empire, and a few miles
of lumber, every bit of machinery, ev- this side of it is the new village of
ery tool, every nail, every pound of Las Cascadas, which six months ago
paint, every skilled mechanic, every existed only as piles of lumber. Gor- railway tie and rail, every locomotive gona is another village of similar size
flat car, dump car, every piece of and character. In each of these five
furniture, every bit of plumbing mate- towns or villages, in addition to the
rial, and virtually every ounce of quarters for the employees, there are
food had to be brought 2,000 miles. mess halls, and, nearly completed, a
We had to build towns and villages clubhouse or reception building. These
under these conditions, and to recon structures, in the larger places, are
struct an rolarge a decrepit single- - alike In design. They provide a front
yrully a quarter of a cen building of two stories connected with
track
tury
the times, making it a a rear building of one story. The
ty equipped, modern double- - front building which Is 133 feet by 45
lystem. with
locomo feet, contains a social parlor, a card
cars of all varieties, terminal room, a billiard and a writing room
on the first floor, and an assembly
iid other yards, and with
men for its operation. We had to nail 67 feet by 27 feet, free from any
build docks adequate for the demands columns to break the dancing space,
of an. enormous traffic, and fit them on the second floor. The rear buildwith modern appliances for the ing, which is 100 feet by 28 feet conprompt handling of cargoes. Every tains double dowling alleys 100 feet
piece of machinery, every locomotive long, a gymnasium 52 feet long, show
and car, every crane for the docks er 'baths, and over a hundred single
had to be set up in this country, taken lockers.
apart transported 2,000 miles .by sea,
A comprehensive plan has been de
and then set up a rain before they vised whereby tae Commission, work
could be put Into use. To do this Ing in conjunction with the Young
work great modern machine shops Men's Christian Association, will man
I
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age these and other similar buildings
in the chief labor centers. Each club
will have Its board of directors selected from its own membership, but
all clubs will be under the control,
so far a3 broad principles are con
cerned, of a general board to be selected by the Commission. Authori
ty has been given by the Commission
for the construction of a suitable num
ber of appropriate buildings ,to ac
commodate properly those who wish
to attend religious services, such build
ings to be available for all denominations and creeds. It is contemplated to erect at such points as necessities seem to require, plain
buildings, the upper floors to be
fitted up as lodge rooms for the various orders and societies formed or
to be formed among the employees,
and the first floors to be used for religious services. The use of the build
ings for lodge and religious purposes
is to be regulated by means of allotment or mutual agreement as to time
The problem of entertainment ami
.e ofib nded dfw.ol TH AR TH ARTH
recreation, however, has been solved
in a measure by the employees themselves, who have established clubs of
various kinds, fraternal orders, and
athletic associations in varous places
along the line of the canal.
The Commission now has sufficient
buildings to provide quarters for all
its bachelor employees. These buildings are screened, and provided almost universally with running water
and with modern plumbing, and are
comfortably furnished. In addition
to these buildings 335 separate houses and 13 larger buildings hav been
constructed for married quarters protwo-storie-

d

--

viding accommodations for 375 families. There are still many married
men, however, for whom no quarters
are available, but upon the completion of the houses now
authorized
these will be provided for. There are
approximately 1,200 American women
and children on the Isthmus.
The efforts of the Commission to
provide some method by which emplo
yees might obtain meals at a reasonable rate have been entirely successful. Hotels and mess houses were ea
tablished along the line of the canal,
and at present the Commission maintains fourteen of these places for the
benefit of white employees.
These
hotels or mess houses were not opened originally by the Commission as
a permanent arrangement, but as a
substitute until an experiment could
be made as to whether it was better
to operate them directly or under con
tract. The result has been generally
satisfactory. During the first
few
months a loss of over $14,000 was
shown, but at the end of the fiscal
year, or June 30, 1906, a total net gain
for the entire period of operation of
over $5,000 was shown. It is not intended, however, to make any profit
whatever, but that every cent that is
taken shall be given back to the employees in the form of the best food
that it is possible to obtain for the
money or in reduction of price to employees when improvement in the
quality of food and character of service is unattainable. All '.he
food
supplies are carried from the United
States in the refrigerating plants with
which the Government's steamers
have been equipped, are placed in the
e
ware house which the
Commission has erected at Colon, and
are distributed along the line of the
canal daily in refrigerator cars on
All employthe Panama Railroad.
ees are afforded opportunity to obtain
an abundant supply of wholesome food
cooked and uncooked, at reasonable
prices. In the mess houses meals are
furnished to the higher grades of employees at 30 cents each, and the com
mon laborers can obtain meals at 10
cents each. President Roosevelt ate
in two of the mess houses and said
of the
meal that it struck him
as being "as good a meal as we get
in the United States at the ordinary
hotel in which a 50 cent meal is provided."
In regard to the common laborers
from the West Indies, experience has
shown that no price for food can be
low enough to induce them to eat a
sufficient quantity to keep them in
good physical condition. We offered
them cooked food at 10 cents per
meal, and the uncooked ingredients
of the meals at a price reduced by
the cost of cooking and service. Both
plans resulted unsatisfactorily. We
even tried, in a single instance, under
peculiar conditions, the policy of giving them uncooked food free. They
declined to go to the trouble of cooking it. Next we had it cooked and offered it to the same men free. Then
for the first time they ate, and ate
heartily. We decided. In the light of
this experience, to adopt a policy similar to that which is followed in railway and other construction work in
this" country. Beginning with the 15
of the present month we are paying
them a fixed wage, including three
cooked meals a day. Two important
gains are expected from this policy.
cold-storag-
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the shipment of all canal supplies by,
way of New Yorkc The management
of the railroad required
that steamship lines from Gulf " ports should
charge the same -- rates from their
port to Colon as were charged by the
railroad's steamship line from New
York to Colon, under penalty of being
deprived of the railroad's, dock facili
ties at its terminals. The result of
this was to give great advantage to
templated for the Panama Railroad the port having the shortest rail line
As New
and have the remaining 15 miles two- - from point of production.
thirds finished. We have constructed York was much nearer the centers
a great terminal yard at Cristobal of production than Gulf or Pacific
which would be a credit to any rail Coast ports, it secured the bulk .of the
way in the United States. We have business.
When the Government as
virtually completed at Pedro Miguel sumed control, by purchase, of the
on the Pacific side of the Culebra Panama Railroad, one of the Com
cut and at Las Cascadas on the Atlan- mission's first acts was to notify all
tic side two great receiving and for- steamship lines that they could have
warding yards which are to act as the use of the railroad's terminal faclearing houses for the dirt trains cilities on the Isthmus on the same
moving down from the various levels terms as the steamships of the railof the cut to the yards, there to be road company, without regard to any
Co
switched and forwarded over the rates they might make from their
main line of the Panama Railroad for ports of departure.
EXPERT TUNING.
final disposition.
The terminal yard
(2) We required all bids for supTelephone 322.
at La Boca, work on which was delay- plies to be made c. i. f. the Isthmus
ed by reason of uncertainty as to the that is, all bids to include cost of
type of canal, is about 75 per cent delivery on the Isthmus.
had spent years in per
completed and will soon be finished.
(3) In order to prevent any charg- which they
If this could be brought
We have added to the railway rolling es of discrimination in rates, as be- fecting.
stock 184 locomotives, 2,300 flat cars, tween New York and the Gulf and about, it was our belief that the caC27 dump cars, 500 box cars, 10 refri- Pacific coast ports, we separated the nal could be completed in shorter time
and for less money than would be
gerator cars, 6 caboose cars, 19 pas- Panama Railroad " Steamship Line
senger cars, 4 baggage and mail cars. from the Panama Railroad and threw possible in any other way. The" plan
63 steam shovels, 23 earth spreaders, open the use of that steamship line upon which bids were invited contem
22 rapid unloaders, 3 dipper diedges, to all railway connections at New plates a competition for the work be2 pipe- York on agreed percentage divisions. tween two or more groups of con
2 seagoing suction dredges,
line dredges, 17 steel barges, and 2 We gave our direct rail connections tractors, each group composed .of contugs; also 8 locomotive cranes, 2 at New York, as well as all others, tractors who have achieved a signi
wrecking cranes and 1 pile driver.
the privilege to make rates from all ficant success in at least one of the
Following out the policy of locating producing territory clear through to departments of construction involved
within the Canal Zone all necessary Colon. Under this policy the manufac in the present undertaking and whose
experience covers the whole
additions to facilities, and in order turer situated on the line of a rail- combined
to meet the heavy demands of enlarg- road leading to New York has no ad- task. By the terms of the invitation
or
ed traffic at the Atlantic terminus, vantage whatever over one situated proposals by single individuals
two large wharves have been complet- on lines of railway running to Gulf firms whose experience and whose or
ed at Cristobal, each capable of ac- ports. Each can arrange for his own ganizations must be relatively limited
The concommodating at the same time two rates straight through to Colon. We are thertfore discouraged.
ships of the largest draft. One of went, a step further and adopted the tractor who receives the award will
upon
these has been roofed over to provide policy of charging the Government be' paid an agreed per centage
propert protection to shipments, and on Commission's shipments from New the estimated reasonable cost of the
both are equipped with the most mod- York exactly the same rates that are actual construction work as fixed by
of whom
ern appliances. A modern coal hoist- paid by any other shippers from that an engineering committee, two
mem
ing plant has been established, which port locally. Our object in these va- the contractors will name
will reduce the cost of handling coal rious acts was to protect the United bers and the Commission three. This
from 23 to 6 cents per ton, and will States Government from anv charge committee will .likewise, from all avail
make it possible to discharge coal of favoritism to any section of the able dafft, estimate a reasonable ; time
for the completion of the canaj aTid
vessels approximately every five days country.
a system of premiums and penalties
so
dredged,
that
been
has
The harbor
If we had made low rates from New to be paid to the contractors accordthe largest ships can use the new York
on
our
it would have ingly as the work is completed withwharves, and in future all steamers been charged materials
that those were less in or beyond such estimated cost and
of the Panama line will dock there. than private capital
could afford to time is provided for.
The amount
A new wharf at La Boca has been grant, and that,
therefore, the Govern of percentage to be paid the contraccompleted and is connected with the ment ' should install
similar service tor fixes the basis of competition. On
old steel wharf, thereby providing from the South Atlantic
and Gulf January 12 last we received and opberths for three additional ships.
ports.
We should also have been ened four bids in response to this in
in
been
While all this work has
charged with rebating to ourselves as vitation, and the percentage of these
progress within the Canal Zone we against other shippers, thus violating ranged
from 6.75 to .28.
have converted the city of Panama, the law. What we did was to put the
That, gentlemen, is the record of
which two years ago was without pav Government on a parity with other
a
ement or sewers or water supply into shippers, and all sections of the coun- things done. We have created
a great huthe best paved the best watered, and try on exactly the same footing. If State. We have created
machine to carry on the work.
the best sewered city in Central Am- by reason of these policies competi- man
erica, or the northern half of South tion among the railroads in different I mean by that we have created an
We have constructed for sections of the country shall result organization on the most approved
America.
it a great reservoir with an abundant in rates below a profitable basis the scientific administrative lines under
supply of pure water, and installed Government will be the gainer, be- which the various branches of the
for it a fire service which on two oc- cause it will get the benefit of a re- work are divided and distributed
casions has saved the city from de- duced cost in the price of its mater- among departments each of which
field of duhas its own
struction by fire. We have also con- ial delivered on the Isthmus. In no ty
and each of which is performing
structed for Cristobal and Colon a case can the Government be a party
that duty. We have made the Isthgreat reservoir, with a . capacity of to any kind of discrimination.
508.000,000 gallons, which is now full.
In harmony with what seemed to mus a healthy place in which to work
We have paved the main street of be popular demand, and in accordance We have built quarters for the work
Colon with vitrified brick, laid on also with our own convictions on the ers and have provided for them abunconcrete, and are raising the surfaces subject, we decided several months dant supplies of wholesome food and
of other streets and covering them ago, as soon as it was possible to pure water. We have built up a rail
with crushed rock. Colon, because do so after the type of canal had been way system adequate for the needs
of "its low elevation above tide water decreed, to invite bids for completing of the canal construction, as well as
(only a foot and a half), can never the construction of the canal by con- commercial business. We have accu
be made an attractive city, but it tract. We took this step in the be- mulated the plant with which to do
can be made healthy and can be giv- lief that the
contractors the work. We have completed the
en a decent appearance, and these and construction men in the country engineering plans upon which the
changes are now in progress.
could be induced to undertake the work is to proceed. policies
of
With the broad
As I said to you in the opening part work and to give the Government the
of my address, the work of actual ex- benefit of the existing organizations I have spoken carried into operation,
the creative period has come to ar
cavation was restricted during the
and, and the period of active construc
creative period to merely preparation has begun. As to the manner in
tory lines. Still, something has been
which the creative task has been
done in the direction of making the
performed we are content to let the
During the fiscal year
"dirt fly".
facts speak for themselves. You will
ending with June last 1,500,000 cubic
not misunderstand me, I am sure, if
yarda were taken from the canal
f cite one tribute, as gratifying as it
prism, against 742,000 yards removed
is just, to those associates and agduring the previous year. Notwithents of the Commission whose unswestanding the rainy season, which exrving loyalty and untiring zeal have
tends' from the end of April to the
made possible the results achieved.
THEATRE
end of December, there was, during
After personal inspection of the field,
the month of August, 1906, a total
President Roosevelt said in his mesexcavation in the Culebra cut of
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
sage: "The wisdom of the canal mancubic yards, which was the largagement has been shown in nothing
est amount taken out up to that time
more clearly than in the way in which
during any one month since the cathe foundations have been laid."
nal has been under American control.
In September, 1906, the total excaIf their physical condition is improv
ed because of nourishing food, Chief
Engineer Stevens believes their effi
ciency as workers will be increased,
and Doctor Gorgas believes that their
power to withstand disease will be
perceptibly magnified.
While we have been providing for
the health, welfare, and comfort of
employees we have completed 20 of
the 35 miles of the double track con
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vation was 291.450 cubic yards, and
in October, 1906, it was 326,000 cubic
yards. Altogether, the surface in the
Culebra Cut has been brought down
65 feet below the level left by the
French. A large amount of the excavated material has been used in filling for railroad yards and double
tracking of the Panama Railroad.
Much of it has been taken to old
French dumps and to new dumps recently placed two at Miraflores, two
at Pedro Miguel, one at Rio Grande,
one a Mamei, one at Bas Obispo, one
at Haut Obispo and a very large one
2 miles long at Tabernilla. Wehave
at present a force of 52 steam shovels
available for work. Most of them
are at work in the canal prism, mainly in. the great cut. Others will be ad
ded as fast as the additional railway
tracks and dumping grounds necessary for the handling of an increased
amount of excavated material are pro .
vided until the number actively en-gaged Teaches the limit of ability to
employ them to practical advantage.
.In defining the policies which were
formulated at the outset of the creative period I mentioned that of requiring all bids for supplies to cover
the cost of delivery on the Isthmus.
We did this in order to place all manufacturers and producers in all parts
of the country on equal terms in' regard to the shipment of goods to the
Isthmus. Speaking upon this subject
a year ago at Cincinnati, I made some
remarks in explanation of this policy
as they
which are as pertinent
were then, and which apply so well
to the Interests of manufacturers and
producers in this section of the country that I venture to repeat them now
The chief features of our policies j
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We threw open all terminal j
facilities on the Isthmus to all steam-- 1
ship' lines on equal terms. - Prior to
(1)

The Confectioner.
this time the Panama Railroad, being
309 N. Alain. Oklahoma Block a private and not a Government
par&Uon, had endeavored to

force

Preparations Being Made to
Build the Road.
Equipped to make the trip to Carlsbad, about 140 miles overland, with
a view of determining the most pracPaso
tical route for the Carlsbad-E- l
railway, the El Paso party will leave
El Paso Wednesday night for San
Active

Entire
Week's Program

10 cts

The start on the overland
be made from San Elizario

trip will
Thursday
morning. Two wagons, teams, camping outfit cook and driver and several

ponies, will leave El Paso Wednesday
and go to Elizario, 17 miles below
here. The party leaving here Wednes
day evening over the T. & P. will
spend the night at San Elizario. Those
who will make the trip are H. B. Stevens, A. Courchesne, Z. T. White, H. D.
Slater and civil engineer R. J. Owen.
Frank Toben, who was invited to go,
has not decided as to whether he will
make the trip.
It is the plan to make the trip to
Carlsbad across the Mesa, remaining
in Texas until the point of the Guadalupe mountains is rounded and then
make a straight shoot north for Carlsbad.' At Carlsbad the committee will
be met by representatives of the commercial club and after a meeting is
held, at which the railroad will be dis
cussed, the return trip will be made
by an alternate route, which will be
over the Guadalupe and Hueco mountains and down to EI Paso over the
mesa. While the - first route which
will be thru the Guadalupe mountains
and down to El Paso over the mesa.
It is expected that the line will be between 120 and 140 miles long. Carlsbad Current.
K. C. Dye Works.
Will do your cleaning and pressing, 123 West 2nd St.
74tf

Old Indian River Rye.

jL

OrienUL

at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Morning!
subject, "The Bruised Reed and the
Smoking Flax."
"The special musical feature will be
a solo by Mrs. W. J. Doughton, late
of Holton, Kansas, - entitled "The
Home Land." (Hanscom)
Junior and Intermediate Endeavor
will meet at 3 p. m. Christian Endea-

ducting a meeting for Rev. Miller.

Morrison Bros V & Co

"Uncle Johanie" Kingston returned
this morning from a week's pleasure
trip to ' Silver City and to the Elephant Butte Dam. He says there is
lots of loose money la Silver City,
and will return there soon to open
a faro bank.

Store News
Our Mr. Morrison ia now in the city of New York after
jour interest as well aa ours. We are daily receiving invoices for goods bought for Spring and we realize the necessity of more store room. We would, therefore, have
you remember that we are now offering our

(Garden TooLr

ye&-terday-

at.

.

C. C. HILL, Minister.
Two 80 acre tar ma
FOR RENT:
...
e
farm. Artesian
and one
Methodist Episcopal Church.
wells and new houses and barns (Cor.
5th and Kentucky. John H. Muron each. Most of the land is newly
ray, Pastor.)
broken. Will lease reasonably for
Preaching at 11 and 7:30
share of crop. Inquire of Darius
Hicks, Dexter, N. M.
80tl - Sunday school at 9: 45. J. E. Henderson, superintendent..
Nine year old Rlppy. Oriental.
Class meeting at close of morning
service.
Junior League at 3:00 o'clock.
Young People's meeting at 6:30

It will soon be time, and we have

160-acr-

Clothing
AND ALL OTHER WINTER

GOODS AT

Greatly Reduced Prices.
In our Ladies' Department you will also find great

m

Mr. and Mrs. 3. T. Watson left this
morning for Ft. Worth to attend the vor at 6:30 p. m.
funeral of Mrs. Watson's father,
Subject, of evening discourse, "An
Capt. T. A. Butler, whose rieath was Old Man's Advice to a Young Man."
announced in a telegram received
They will be gone about a You are cordially invited to attend
any or all of the above services. s
week.

Men's and Boys'

prepared by putting in a full line

of Garden Tools, Cultivators, Bar
rows, etc.
Our iiumense stock of dependable
Hardware is at your disposal.

Prayer meeting Wednesday evening

at 7:30

re-

Protestant Episcopal Church.
Strangers and sojourners in our
Andrew's Hall Sunday, January city are cordially invited to these serSt.
ductions in
SDITS, COATS, SKIRTS,
27. Sunday school at 10 a. m. Morn vices. All sittings are free. .
FURS AND WAISTS,
a saving from 20 to 33& per cent.
ing prayer and sermon at 11 a. m,
Baptist Church Services.
Everyone welcome.
Rev. B. C. Miller, of Carlsbad, will
preach both morning and evening,
and will address the B. Y. P. U. at
The First M. E. Church, South.
6:30 p. m. on some phase of mission
(John W. Smith, Pastor.)
$2.50, $2.75 and $3.00 $3.50, $3.75 and $4.00
ary
work.
The pastor will fill his pulpit at
Skirts. Special
$1.95 Skirts. Special
$2.95
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. tomorrow,
Junior Union at 3 p. m.
Subject of his morning sermon, "THE
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
Mrs. Ellis, director of music, will
IDEAL CHURCH," and he will preach
on "Man's Best Girt to God at the have charge of the choir.
The pastor is engaged in a revival
evening hour.
meeting in Carlsbad, but will return
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
to Roswell the last of the month and
Junior Epworth League 3 p. m. and will preach next Sunday.
313-31- 5
Main Street.
o ,
senior Kpwortn ueague 6:30 p. m.Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
Special music at both preaching sex
vices. Miss Edith Rodkey will sing a
Found Telescope of Clothes.
morning from a visit of several days solo at the evening hour. All mem
E. W. Mitchell found a telescope
with Mrs. Ella Davidson at Hager- - bers of the church are requested to full of lady's and - child's clothing,
some only partly finished, in. the old
man.
atflemi tne morning service, as a ice factory this morning. They were
beautiful souvenir will be given to all evidently stolen and hidden there.
Al Garrett and Elza White
There was also a present from Beslast night from Salt Lake City, present. The public and all visitors sie Clark in the grip. The owner may
same by calling at the Record
vhere they have been attending the in Roswell most cordially invited to have
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
office, proving
property and paying
National Wool Growers' Association. attend all services.
for this notice.
TAILOR-MAD-

Going to Put in a Garden?

E

at

Two Extra Specials.

-

Morrison Bros '& Co

-

Wyatt Johnson returned this
from Artesia.

John Decker came up this morning
Presbyterian Church.
from Hagerman, where he has been
(Edwin
Emerson Davis, Minister)
pruning
an orchard for F. D. Mitchell.
has it
Boellner, the Jeweler,
Morning
stop
had
on
to
He
account
service at 11:00 a. m. Eve
cold
of
the
S7tf
cheaper.
wind.
ning at 7:45 p. m. Rev. W. C. Alex
E. A. Finnegan returned this morn
D. D., of Washington, D. C.
Dr. and Mrs. E. T. Miles left this ander,
ing from Carlsbad.
preach
will
at both services. Captain
morning on their return to Oceola,
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H. Mo Mo., after spending a week here with Barlow will be the soloist at the mor
Dr. E. M. Fisher and other friends.
ning service.
59tf
Brayer. Oriental.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Perry, of Albia,
A fresh cow. Inquire
FOR SALE:
Christian
Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Iowa,
arrived last night to spend
80tf
at 308 N. Penn. ave.
three montns in Roswell. Mr. Perry
At the Christian Church.
Don't fall to see our list of bar Is prosecuting attorney of his home
The pastor will occupy the pulpit
gains in this, isaue. Carlton & Bell county.
Mrs. Oliver Smith is giving a stock
Frank Johnson has . returned from ing shower for MiS3 Cortez Bell this
a two months visit in Ft. Worth.
afternoon. Miss Irma Totzek will give
another shower in her honor next
A fine boy arrived at the home of Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Stone, Wednesday

J. R. Greenlee left this morning for
Two desirable unfur
FOR RENT:
Hereford, Tex., on business and ex
nisned rooms, first floor front, 106 pects to go from
there to his old home
80t3
S Kv.
in Warrensburg,
Mo., to spend a
month.
HoteHelp Wanted at Thfe Gilkeson
lTwo dining room girls and one pan
.Mrs. C. E. Harris and children left
try irl.
this morning for their home in Texi- If you buy right you can always co after spending a month here with
sell for a profit. Buy real estate from Mrs. Harris" parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Barclay Reeves.
Carlton ft Bell.
Mrs. C. E. Sperry and children, of
Philadelphia, la., have arrived to
make their home in Roswell. They
returned this morning from a sight
seeing
trip down the valley.
Byers
B.
left
Mrs.
Frank
Mr. and
this morning for Amarillo, their fu
Johnnie Washington left this morn-- i
ture home.
ing on a trip to Ft. Worth.
C. V. Lamb left this morning for
S. W. Holder, of Lake Arthur, was
Ivere today on his way tr Kansas New Orleans, in the
interest of
points on immigration.
the. Davis son & Walker real estate
Help Wanted at "Che Gilkeson Hotel
Two dining room girls and one pan
try glrL

days with his family here.

-

J. P. Wait will return tonight from
Denver, where he has been attending
the cattlemen's convention.
,

Stock Co.
At

Majestic

Theatre

C. H. WHEELOCK

Mgr.

ble piece of work in Second
Act.

Other Features.
Curtain Never Goes Down.

Scotch Collie pups, en
titled to register. Only two left out
of six. Half mile northeast of Mili- tary Academy. Address F. H. Pat
rick, R. F. D. 66.
80tf

ADfllSSION
25 35 50 Cents.
SEATS ON SALE AT

.

By request of several members of
Mrs. W. C. Winston returned this his church. Rev. John W. Smith will
morning from a three weeks visit on Sunday evening, a week from to
with friends at Colorado City, Tex.
morrow.' deliver a lecture which he
prepared some years ago on "Suicides,
mor
Miss Nora Misener arrived this
- Causes and Cures."
Their
nlng from Dublin, Tex, for an extendo
ed visit with Mrs. James Sutherland.
W. R. Brewer, of St. Louis. D. D.
Kirby, of Dallas, Tex., and H. H. Gar-W. A. Bryant Is out again after a wlck,
of Dallas Center, I a., who have
tedious attack of rheumatism, during been here and elsewhere In the val
St. Mary's ley prospecting,
which he was a patien-a- t
left tills moTning for
Hospital.
i4"
their respective homes.
tui
Beginning Monday,
tion' fee for the Kindergarten at 106 Rev. B. C. Miller came up from
S. Kentucky will be $3.tX per month. Carlsbad this morning to fill the pul
pit of the Baptist church tomorrow J
80tf.
for Rev. H. F. Vermillion, who has
Mrs. Ella Jackson returned this been in Carlsbad all this week con- -

Star

Silver

45 Minutes on Broadway.
Famous Trap House.
A Very funny apd laugha-

firm.
T. M. Daniel returned to Amarillo
this morning after spending a few FOR SALE:

DANIEL DROG CO.
I

Free Open Air

h,

Rids for the sale and delivery of 50 cords of Cottonwood
Lors at the Plaster Mills, of "Acme Cement Plaster Company," at Acme, Chaves Count v. New Mexico, will be received up to January 31st, 1907, addressed "Acme Cement Plaster Company," P. O. Box 595, Hoswell. X. M.
inches nor be
than 22
Loss must not exceed
in length, nor over 24 inches in diameter nor less than 12
inches, must not be peeled or barked and must be sound
and free from knots. Two (2) lengths of logs to make
one standard cord width. The first ten (10) cords to be
2--

U-s-

im-lt-

s

e

delivered within ten days after acceptance of bid and notice thereof deposited in the postoftice at Roswell at address given and the balance of the fifty cords to be delivered within ninety (90) day thereafter. Cash paid on
completion of contract.

Postoffice Box 595.
F. DIVERS,

Plaster

Cement

Acme
Pre.

Co.

Roswell, New Mexico.

EMMETT PATTON, V. Pres.

ED.

5.

QIBBANY, Sec.

Reliable Abstracts

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned was, on the 7th day of January, 1907, appointed by the Probate
Court of Chaves county. New Mexico,
administrator, with the will annexed,
of the estate of Mary E. McClenny,
deceased. All claims due any persons from said estate should be presented to the undersigned and all persons knowing themselves to be indebt
ed to said estate will please pay the
same to,
ROBERT J. McCLENNY,

NOTICE.
To Whom it May Concern:
An instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament of Thomas .1.
Manley, deceased, has been filed in
my office. Hon. J. T. Evans, I'robate
Judge for Chaves County, New Mexico, has fixed the 9th day of February,
1907 for proving said instrument.

WITNESS my hand and
seal of office this 12th day
(SEAL) of January, 1907.
F. P.
Probate Clerk of (haves
County, New Mexico..
to
3t,
126.
112
Sat.
Administrator.
Dated Roswell, New Mexico, Janu
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
t4
to
ary 8, 1907.
Wed.
1--

9

1--

Four quart granite Stew and Dish
After the first of February the Pe Pans, 10 cts. Buggy whips and Hat
cos Valley Steam Laundry will do
"77tf
Racks, 10c. Makin'3 Bargains.
nothing but a "strictly cash business.
Nine year old Rippy. Orie. tal.
73tl2.

1--

EXHIBITIONS AT 3:30
;
AND 7:15.
FIRE HOOP and TIGHT
WIRE

-

;

.

Jan-28t-

Notice of Sheriff's Sale.
By virtue and authority of a spe
cial execution issued from the office
of the Clerk of the District Court in
and for Chaves county, New Mexico,
and to me directed, wherein the Western Grocery Company is plaintiff
and John Silman is defendant, being
Number 859 on the docket of said
Court, I have levied upon and seized
the following described real estate
situated in Chaves county. New Mex
ico, and charged with the lien of an
attachment in said cause and judg
ment therein dated March 28, 1906,
for $66.35 for debt and damages and
$32.15 for costs and $3.00
interest
thereon to the date of sale, said pro
perty described as follows:
The north half of Lot 1, Block 9
Alameda Heights Addition to the Ci
ty of Roswell, in the County and Ter
ritory aforesaid, and I will on the
25th day of February, A. D., 1907,
at 11 o'clock a. m. at the door of the
court house in said county and terri
tory, sell at public auction for cash
in hand to the highest bidder, the
property above described, to satisfy
said execution and costs.
CHARLES L-- BALLARD,
County, New
of Chaves
Sheriff
Mexico.
By GUTT H. HERBERT, Deputy,
(wed.
t5)

LOGS

COTTON-WOO- D

with a

"

."

-

program, which will include
commers and grand ball.

.

PROG RAH

-

To Hold Big Turnfest.
Leavenworth, Kansas, Jan. 26. Final arrangements are being made today by the local committees for the
annual district 'convention of the Missouri, .Kansas, Nebraska, Turnbezirk,
which will be attended by representatives of Turner societies from all of
these states. A physical training ses
sion and a gymnastic exhibition at
Turner hall are the features of the

WANTED

FRIDAY AND

If sold within the next 30 days I
acre
will take $6,000 for my 16
orchard known as the Crawford orchard, situated about one mile north
east from the court house in RosweH.
This property is well worth $500 per
acre, and may soon be worth more.
; E. L. WILDY,
Los Angeles, Calif.
r ; (smwt6
206 Grant Bldg.
o
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
59tf
Oriental.
2--

3

Wall Covering

-

--

-

SATURDAY NIGHT

Burlap

.

Mc-Braye- r.

l We

carry it in stock. We put it on the wall for you.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

1

